IN ADDITION TO THE LICENSE TERMS SET OUT IN THE SYBASE LICENSE AGREEMENT, THE
FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL OR DIFFERENT RIGHTS AND ACCOMPANYING OBLIGATIONS AND
RESTRICTIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE PROGRAM:

Use of Program. The Program must be used in conjunction with one or more Sybase Products. For purposes of this
PSLT, “Sybase Products” shall include the following software programs: Integration Orchestrator and preceding
products including: eBiz Integrator, Process Server, Business Process Integration Suite; Financial Fusion Servers
including Financial Fusion Tradeforce Suite; Unwired Orchestrator; Unwired Toolkit; Unwired Accelerator;
mBusiness Anywhere; Impact; EDI Server; eBiz 2000; Enterprise Portal; EAServer; BizTracker; Replication Server;
Replication Connector; Adaptive Server Enterprise; IQ; Adaptive Server Anywhere; SQL Anywhere Studio;
SQLRemote; MobiLink; USA Patriot Act solution; Financial Fusion solutions for Banking; HIPAA Audit solution;
HIPAA Accelerator; and HIPAA Repository.